
“Reading has always been a personal passion of mine, but I tend to read for fun instead of pursuing more challenging topics.                      
Knowing that I would get the opportunity to discuss this book with my peers was an excellent incentive to keep reading. This                      
book was applicable to not just my work, but life in general, and I was pleasantly surprised to find that I actually enjoyed                       
reading something outside of my go-to genre. Sitting down to discuss my thoughts with the rest of FLiP was a blast, and I                       
loved hearing everyone else's insights. I am eagerly awaiting our next meeting!"  

- Caitlin DeMasellis, Ideal Machinery 
 
“It’s extremely rewarding to join FLiP’s Book Club and interact with fellow members in an environment that promotes                  
professional development and invests in us as future leaders. As a new member, I thoroughly enjoyed the diverse and                   
thought-provoking discussion, and will surely be participating in the upcoming book discussions!”  

- Ana Silva, COMITATVS Group 
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As David Spitulnik, who will be the guest speaker of the FLiP presentation during PLASTICS Fall Board Meeting this year, of                     
Spitulnik Advisors explains, we need to shift gears and become a totally different type of leader based on the environment                    
around us if we’re going to thrive in the organization long-term. This phenomenon is what actually happens when you’re                   
Becoming An Insightful Leader, a composite entity who is operating in a world that is situationally dependent, always shifting,                   
pivoting and adapting instead of applying one leadership style to all scenarios. 
 
A powerful book filled with Spitulnik’s personal anecdotes and real-world practical advice from business leaders whose                
corporations have stood the test of time, Becoming An Insightful Leader will show you how to understand your own place                    
along the path to better leadership as you learn to adapt to different environments, people and                
challenges. 

https://zoom.us/meeting/register/tJEtceqtqz0qGdKeZssnlIoEnisdX34guz6u
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